
Krungsri Asset Management continues penetrating into the fund industry,  
teaming up with MUFG, Japan’s leading fund 

to select small caps with high growth potential for Thai investors 
through KF-JPSCAP and KF-JPSCAPD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On 18 May 2017, Krungsri Asset Management Company Limited (KSAM) together with 

Krungsri Exclusive held a special seminar on the topic "Discover the Shining Opportunity in Japan, 

the Land of the Rising Sun," inviting investment gurus - Mr. Kenji Soejima, a representative from the 
analyst team of MUFG Japan Equity Small Cap Fund and Ms. Chatkaew Khrohthong, KSAM's 
Director for Alternative Investment, to explain the investment situations in the Japanese stock market 
and provide MUFG Japan Equity Small Cap fund information. The fund's winning investment strategy 
and concept rely on careful selection of medium and small caps into its portfolio, allowing it to 
outperform the stock market consistently. This is to ensure Thai investors to make wise investment 
through either Krungsri Japan Small Cap Equity Fund (KF-JPSCAP) or Krungsri Japan Small Cap 

Equity Dividend Fund. These two open-ended funds will make their initial public offerings during 24-31 
May, 2017. 

Ms. Chatkaew said that now is the right timing to invest in Japanese stock market, given the 
country’s bright economic prospect and consistent economic recovery as a result of Japan's Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe "Abenomics" the economic stimulus package which started from 2012 onwards. 
Since then, the Japanese economy has considerably gained its momentum. Although Japan's 



economic recovery has not been highly certain, confidence has increased, driven by improvement in 
several key factors. The country's household spendings have risen, while its export has improved and 
the Japanese bourse is moving in a better direction. Japanese firms have paid less tax expenses as a 
result of the government policy slashing the corporate income tax from 40% to 30%, allowing them to 
make more profits and provide higher returns to their employees and shareholders. Employment rate 
has risen with wages increase, encouraging more domestic consumption. It is believed that the 
household consumption, which accounts for 80-100% of Japan's gross domestic product (GDP), will 
become the key factor to drive its economic growth.  

 

Besides, Japan's serious tourism promotion and being host of the Olympic Games in 2020 will 
play the key roles to drive the country’s economic growth consistently. The number of foreign tourists 
travelling to Japan is forecast to reach 40 million in the year 2020 from 20 million last year. Based on 
the overall economic direction, most analysts overweigh more investment in Japan. For this reason, 
KSAM picks the leading equity fund in Japan - MUFG Japan Equity Small Cap Fund as an investment 
alternative for investors. This fund stands out with its specialization in selecting small and medium 
caps with high growth potential. Throughout the past years, the fund has outperformed the market's 
benchmark continuously. 

Mr. Soejima, who represents the fund's analyst team, explained that small and medium caps 
have potential for high growth with attractive returns, and high investment opportunity. Most investors 



are more interested in big caps and there are only 150 firms in the stock market. However, 95.7% of 
the Japanese stock market or over 3,000 small and medium caps are still overlooked providing huge 
investment opportunity in small caps in Japan. Mr. Soeijima noted that, in the longer term, small caps 

have chance to outperform and move with less volatility than big caps. Another key factor for the 
fund's excellent performance is its fund manager, Mr. Yoshiro Mizukami who has 26 years of 
investment experience, and his analyst team which deeply understands each listed firm's business 
characteristics and its industrial structure. They work together with the similar concept to intensively 
select stocks with resilient growth, are in the initial period for business expansion, and have sound 
fundamentals. 

 
In addition, the fund's investment strategy differs from others, starting from defining investment 

themes. The fund will pick up outstanding firms in each theme and diversify its investment in potential 
businesses which grow in line with the economic situations. Currently, one interesting theme involves 
businesses which relate to solutions for labour shortage as a result of more aging population. For 
example, investment has been made in human resources management firms like Outsourcing!, JAC 
Recruitment and Relia Inc. which specialize in outsourcing and recruitment. The fund also invests in 
consulting firms doing succession plans and Mergers & Acquisitions (M&As), and businesses with 



structural transformation like the automobile industry emphasizing on smart electronics and safety 
technologies. According to its analyses, many small-sized firms specialize in their industries and have 
promising growth potential in the future. The fund is also seeking the small and medium-sized 
companies which can grow along with the tourism industry, particularly those in the cosmetic 
products, pharmaceutical, food and beverages industries. 

Presently, the fund has 98 small and medium caps from several industries in its portfolio, 
about 27.3% of which are stocks in services spanning from retailing, pharmaceutical to specialized 
consultancy services. Meanwhile, the fund holds no more than 3% of its portfolio in each stock for risk 
mitigation and investment diversification. 

 



With the said investment themes, the fund previously made excellent performance with an 
average return of 33%, above the market benchmark's at 18.4% from 2015 onwards. In 2016, the year 
of global challenges extending from Brexit and US presidential election with Mr. Donald Trump's 
victory, the fund's return was 16%, compared to the market return at merely 4.8%. From the beginning 
of this year to date, the fund's return is 14%, above the 7% return of the market for small caps and the 
4% return of the Nikkei.  

Investors who are interested in Japan's small caps may invest through either KF-JPSCAP or 
KF-JPSCAPD. KSAM hedges 90-95% of their portfolios against foreign exchange rates so that 
investors will gain returns as directly referred to the master fund and to ease concerns over foreign 
exchange risks arising from the depreciating yen. The Funds’ IPO will be made during 24-31 May 
2017. 

For more details or to request for the Fund Prospectus, please contact: 
Krungsri Asset Management Company Limited 
Tel:  662-657-5757 | Fax. 662-657-5777    
E-mail:   krungsriasset.mktg@krungsri.com | Website:  www.krungsriasset.com 

 
 
 



Disclaimer 
1. Krungsri Asset Management Co., Ltd. (“The Management Company”) believes the information 
contained in this document is accurate at the time of publication, but does not provide any warranty of 
its accuracy.  Similarly, any opinions or estimates included herein constitute a judgment as of the time 
of publication.  All information, opinions and estimates are subject to change without notice. 
2. Krungsri Japan Small Cap Equity Fund  and Krungsri Japan Small Cap Equity  Dividend Fund (“The 
Fund”) invests in MUFG Japan Equity Small Cap Fund (Class I) (“The Master Fund”) with policy to 
focus on idiosyncratic Japanese stocks with pioneering business models and long-term growth 
potential through economic cycles. Companies with sustainable growth potential are often smaller 
companies in a new industry or with a dominant technology in a niche area, therefore the Fund may 
have risks from economic and/or political and/or social changes in the country where the master fund 
invested in.  
3. The fund may enter into a currency swap within discretion of fund manager which may incur 
transaction costs. The increased costs will reduce overall return. In absence of a currency swap, 
investors may lose or gain from foreign exchange or receive lower return than the amount initially 
invested. 
4. The fund and/or master fund may invest in or make available a forward contract to enhance 
efficiency in investment management. This means the fund may contain higher risks than other funds 
and therefore the fund is suitable for investors who prefer higher return with higher risk tolerance than 
general investors. Investors should make investment only when they understand the risks of the 
contract by considering their investment experience, investment objectives and financial status. 
5. Before remitting in money, please carefully study fund features, performance, and risk. Past 
performance is not a guarantee of future results. This document is not the fund’s prospectus, 
produced for general information only.  Shall you have any queries, please contact the Management 
Company.    
6. The Management Company is a Thai registered asset management company regulated by the 
Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand (“SEC”). The SEC authorizes and registers the Fund, 
but takes no responsibility for the soundness of the Fund and does not guarantee any of its price. 
 
 


